We prove a common fixed points of four mappings satisfying a contraction type in partially ordered metric spaces.
Introduction and preliminaries
Recently A. Amimi-Harandi and H. Emani [1] proved in the contest of partially ordered sets the following result: Theorem 1 [1] Let (X, ) be a partially ordered set and suppose that there exists a metric d in X such that (X, d) is a complete metric space. Let T : X → X be a non-decreasing mapping such that
d(T x, T y) β(d(x, y))d(x, y) for all x, y ∈ X with x y
(1) 
where
Other results related to the existence and the uniqueness of the fixed point for three self-mappings are given in [2] . For some applications to matrix equation, ordinary differential equations and integral equations , the reader can see for instance [3, 4, 5, 6, 7] . In this paper we extend and we generalize some existing results on fixed point in the literature. Presented results is related to four self-mappings satisfying the following contraction:
The following definitions and results will be used in the sequel: 
Main results

Theorem 8 Let (X, , d) be an ordered complete metric space. Let f, g, S and
T be selfmaps on X, (T, f ) and (S, g) be partially weak increasing with f (X) ⊂ T (X) and g(X) ⊂ S(X) , dominating maps f and g are weak annihilators of T and S, respectively. Suppose that
is satisfied, where
If for a nondecreasing sequence {x n } with x n y n , for all n and y n → u implies x n u and either Proof. Let x 0 be an arbitrary point in X. Construct sequences {x n } and {y n } in X such that
By given assumptions
Thus, for all n ≥ 1 we have x n x n+1 .Hence by using (3) with x = x 2n and y = x 2n+1 ,we get
If there exist n ∈ N such that d(y 2n , y 2n−1 ) = 0 then it follow from (4) that y 2n = y 2n−1 = y 2n+1 . This leads to y m = y 2n−1 for any m ≥ 2n. This implies that {y m } is a Cauchy sequence. Now suppose that d(y 2n , y 2n−1 ) > 0 for all n ∈ N. We shall show that
By using (3) with x = x 2n+2 and y = x 2n+1 we get
Using 0 ≤ β < 1, we deduce then
Similarly to this, one can find for x = x 2n and y = x 2n+1 in (3) that
Combining (7) together with (8) leads for any n ∈ N
It follows that the sequence {d(y n+1 , y n )} is monotone decreasing. Hence, there exists r ≥ 0 such that
From (6), we have
Letting n → ∞ in the above inequality, then thanks to (10), we obtain
By the property of β, it follows that r = 0, hence (5) holds. We need now to chek that {y n } is a Cauchy sequence. It suffices to prove that {y 2n } is a Cauchy sequence. To do this, we proceed by contradiction. Suppose that {y 2n } is not a Cauchy sequence. Then for any ε > 0, for which there exist two sequences of positive integers {m(k)} and {n(k)} such that for all positive integers k
Therefore we use (11) and the triangular inequality to obtain
Letting k → ∞ in the above inequality and using (5), we find
Again, using the triangular inequality we have
Letting k → ∞ in the above inequality and using (5) and (12) we find
On the other hand, we have
Thanks to (5) and (12), then by letting k → ∞, we have from the above inequality
We take x = x 2n(k) and y = x 2m(k)−1 in (3), hence
Letting k → ∞ in the above inequality and using (5) and (13), we obtain
Combining (14) and (15) we get
Using the fact ε = lim
From the property of β it follows lim
which is a contradiction with (13) . We deduce then {y 2n } is a Cauchy sequence. Since (X, d) is a complete metric space, there exists z ∈ X such that
and
Assume that S is continuous. Since {f, S} are compatible, we have
Letting n → ∞ in the above inequality and using (17) and (19) , we obtain
. Now, x 2n+1 gx 2n+1 and gx 2n+1 → z as n → ∞, x 2n+1 z and (3) becomes
Letting n → ∞ in the above inequality and using (17) and (20) , we obtain
Since f (X) ⊂ T (X), there exists a point w ∈ X such that f z = T w. Suppose that gw = T w. Since z f z = T w f T w w implies z w. From (3), we obtain
which is a contradiction, hence T w = gw. Since g and T are weakly compatible,
Thus z is a coincidence point of g and T . Now, since x 2n f x 2n and f x 2n → z as n → ∞, implies that x 2n z. From (3) , we get
If lim
0,letting n → ∞ in the above inequality and using (18) we obtain
hence by the property of β it follows lim
The proof is similar when f is continuous. Similarly, the result follows when (b) holds. Now suppose that the set of common points of f, g, S and T is well ordered. We claim that common fixed point of f, g, S and T is unique. Assume on contrary that f u = gu = Su = T u = u and f v = gv = Sv = T v = v with u = v. Using (3) with x = u and y = v, we obtain
which is a contradiction. Hence u = v. Conversely , if f, g, S and T have only one common fixed point, then the set of common fixed point of f, g, S and T being singleton is well ordered. The next result is an immediate consequence of theorem 8 by taking S = T . 
